In Roman and early-Christian times the technique coexisted with mosaic in floor construction.? After the seventh century, however, mosaic was used considerably less and opus sectile flourished in floor decoration during the midand late Byzantine periods.tv by contrast, its use in wall decoration was limited. I I A main trait of opus sectile floors from the tenth century onwards is a preference for geometrical subjects, particularly circle motifs which can combine with other shapes or form chains, creating various combinations.t? However, some floors are also decorated with other elements such as animal themes.n The decorative effect is achieved either by removing bands from a solid piece of marble and filling in the gaps between them with small pieces of multicoloured inlays (marquetry) or by laying bands and inlays directly onto a layer of mortar (pietre dure).14 It is noted that these floors flourished greatly in Italy, where they are known as cosmati, after the name of the famous family of Italian marble craftsmen who worked on monuments in and around Rome in the twelfth century.t> 
au't't1v 't'lva -rot) 't'exv{'t'ov 't'T,V oooiav xapea-'t't1ua't'o (The view on the floor of animal forms and other patterns formed by tesserae ofvarious shapes attests to the craftsman's admirable wisdom).
It was with these words that Patriarch Photios described in his 10 1b Speech of 864 the floor ofthe church ofOur Lady ofthe Pharos, built within the imperial palace of Constantinople between the years 864-866.1 This description reflects the impression that viewers got from the luxurious and richly decorated floor of an imperial church and gives an overview ofthe subjects and the quality of contemporary church floor decorations.
The floor of Byzantine churches, often referred to in texts as TCa-ror;2 [bottom] or EOOqJor;3 [ground] , lends itself to the development ofa decorative vocabulary with a rich variety ofsubjects (human figures, animal themes, geometrical motifs etc.) in various combinations, while the layout of the compositions accentuates the architectural structure of the church.s
One widespread type of floor decoration in Byzantine times is opus sectiles a technique known since the second century BC.6It involves cutting marble or other materials (e.g. glass) into human and animal shapes and floral or geometrical patterns and arranging or inlaying them over a background of different colour to create compositions on wall and floor surfaces or minor objectsof art.? In Greek bibliography an opus sectile floor is described as jl.apjl.ap09t't'11Jla [marble marquetry], although the term is limiting in terms of both the material and the version of the technique it specifies. s
In Roman and early-Christian times the technique coexisted with mosaic in floor construction.? After the seventh century, however, mosaic was used considerably less and opus sectile flourished in floor decoration during the midand late Byzantine periods.tv by contrast, its use in wall decoration was limited. I I A main trait of opus sectile floors from the tenth century onwards is a preference for geometrical subjects, particularly circle motifs which can combine with other shapes or form chains, creating various combinations.t? However, some floors are also decorated with other elements such as animal themes.n The decorative effect is achieved either by removing bands from a solid piece of marble and filling in the gaps between them with small pieces of multicoloured inlays (marquetry) or by laying bands and inlays directly onto a layer of mortar (pietre dure).14 It is noted that these floors flourished greatly in Italy, where they are known as cosmati, after the name of the famous family of Italian marble craftsmen who worked on monuments in and around Rome in the twelfth century.t> There are some particularly illuminating references in written sources on floors of the period from the eighth to the mid-tenth century, of which few specimens have survived, whereas the references about floor decorations in the centuries after that (eleventh-fourteenth century) are more sporadic.te This information complements the picture we have from surviving floors in various regions inside and outside the empire, dating from the tenth century onward. Vatopedi (late tenth -early eleventh century),34 Great Lavra (1020-1060),35 Chilandar (eleventh century),36 Xenophontos (eleventh century),37 Karakallou (eleventh century),38 Iveron (mid-eleventh century), which we are discussing here ( Attempting a brief overview of the development of forms and decorations on Athonite floors in post-Byzantine times, and given the erratic representation of examples from all periods, we note the floor in the katholikon of Stavroniketa monastery, which must have been constructed between 1540-1545 as part ofthe refurbishment work commissioned by Patriarch Ieremias 1. 47 The incisions made in the central section form a simple geometrical decoration on the marble surface (a broad stylised rodax surrounded by alternating zones of radial and square motifs, a zone oftriangular decorations, etc.) and are ftlled with marble inlays or lead (Fig. 2) The floor consists of individual compositions fully harmonised into a whole. The decorative composition is largely determined by the shape of the space and the positions of the structural elements of the church.r? The central part of the floor in the nave, defined by the four pillars, is the most impressive in terms of the density of the composition and its many colours. As usual in that time,58 the composition is made up of basic geometrical shapes (circle, square, rectangle) together with secondary motifs (star shapes, frrewhirls etc.) in balanced, harmonious combinations. The basic principle lies in surrounding the central omphalionw with three zones: intertwined circular diachora, segments (first zone), a simple band of rectangular pieces of marble (second zone) and alternating circular, rectangular and square diachora intertwined with one another (third zone). There is a characteristic chromatic contrast between the red marble that dominates over most of the composition and the white colour of the outer zone.
Central omphalion -first zone
The centre of the composition (Fig. 3) is taken up by a circular omphalion of red marble, surrounded by a copper ring with the engraved inscription, in capital letters, Em 59 On the omphalion and its meaning v. infra. 60 "I erected these columns and they shall not be shaken by time. The central omphalion is surrounded by a three-part band which is braided, under the system of seric wheels,62 around twelve circular segments of different sizes. This three-part band is made up of two strips of red marble with light-coloured veins that flank another strip with inlaid ornaments.
The decoration of this band comprises a variety of compositions. In some parts the ornament is the same as that of the band around the central omphalion, albeit in different colours.
In other parts (Fig. 4 ) the ornament comprise a triple row oftriangular pieces ofmarble in various hues (light red, green, black, yellow ochre). The triangular spaces among them are filled with a smaller triangular piece of marble in the same hue, while the gaps are also filled with triangular pieces of white marble.
The anonymous floor craftsman's ease of 'playing around' with shapes allows him to vary this composition, replacing the triangular ornaments for square ones. Thus in another section ofthis band the main ornament is a triple row of square pieces of green, red and yellow ochre marble placed along the diagonal. The spaces in between are filled with triangular pieces of white and green marble.
In a more analytical decorative approach, square pieces ofgreen and red marble are placed in rows along the diagonal. The spaces in between are filled with a central square or triangular piece of green or red marble surrounded by triangular pieces of white marble.
In another section of the opus sectile band the main ornamentation is based on alternating rectangular and square diachora. The alternating segments comprise either a central square piece green or red marble -diagonally placed and surrounded by triangular marble pieces, mainly white and occasionally yellow ochre -or four meshed triangles of white, black, red and green marble.
In a more complex fashion, the main decorative element is a triple row of diamond-shaped pieces green or red marble (Fig. 5) . The diamond-shaped spaces formed among them are filled with two diamond-shaped and two triangular pieces of yellow ochre or white marble which enclose smaller triangular pieces of black marble to create a chromatic contrast. On the outer sides ofthe band, the spaces between the diamond-shaped ornaments are filled with simpler compositions of a central triangular piece of black marble surrounded by triangular pieces white marble.
The circular diachora that frame the central omphalion and around which the three-part band is braided are filled with disks of green and red marble.
The marble disks are surrounded by bands whose inlaid decorations generally follow the same themes as the band that is braided around them. Thus there are matched triangular or square pieces of green or red marble laid out in rows, with the triangles between them filled by triangular pieces of marble, mainly white but also black, green or red (Fig. 6) .
One form of simple opus sectile decoration on the bands around the disks is with triangular pieces ofmarble in various colours (yellow ochre, white, black, green, red) arranged into zones. The spaces that emerge between them are sometimes filled by a central triangular piece of marble, usually green and more rarely black or red, surrounded by three triangular pieces ofwhite marble. The filling of certain points of these in-between spaces with larger triangular pieces of marble is probably due to some late repair work.
The four smaller disks are surrounded by star-shaped ornaments formed by zones oftriangular pieces ofgreen, red and white marble arranged alternately in a pyrarnidallayout. The triangular spaces around the stars are also filled with triangular pieces ofmarble, albeit in other colours, green and yellow ochre, to make a contrast.
Two circular diachora carry a characteristic ornament of nine crooked lines made of pieces of green, red, yellow ochre and white marble cut to an oblique parallelogram shape (Fig. 7) .
The spaces between the circular diachora that surround the central omphalion are also filled with opus seetile decorations. Again, some basic motifs are repeated, such as the serially arranged circles of almond-shaped pieces of Detail ofthe floor in the nave marble that surround a square central piece and four combined curvilinear/rectilinear triangles around it (Fig. 8) , or the rows of triangular pieces of marble in various chromatic combinations.
There is also a pattern of serially arranged and diagonally placed square motifs made of rectangular pieces ofgreen, black and red marble which surround square pieces ofthe same hues, also diagonally placed, while the triangular spaces formed between the rectangular pieces and the square they surround are filled with white marble (Fig. 9) .
Finally, in some areas the spaces between the circular diachora around the central omphalion are decorated by polygonal pieces of red, yellow ochre and black marble, arranged in fours ofthe same colour to form simple four-leaf ornaments (Fig. 10) .
Second zone
The second zone is simple, consisting of rectangular slabs of red marble with light-coloured veins.
Third zone
The third zone of the frame comprises alternating circular, rectangular and square diachora filled with red, green and white marble with multicolour veins. These diachora are meshed in the seric-wheel fashion with a three-part band whose two strips ofwhite marble with grey veins flank a band with opus sectile ornamentation, as in the first zone that frames the central omphalion (Fig. 11) .
The decoration of this band and the band that surrounds the circular, rectangular and square diachora, follows the same principles as regards the layout of the composition and the form of the ornaments. The themes are largely the same as in the first zone around the central omphalion (star shapes, consecutive circles, triangles and squares in rows, etc.), with any differences serving to add liveliness and prevent the overall design from being monotonous. In this spirit, the craftsman's inventiveness added one more theme, the firewhirl,63 as a frame around some circular diachora. This results from a curvilinear arrangement of chromatically uniform zones made of triangular pieces of white, red and black marble.
The circular, rectangular and square diachora are filled with marble -white with grey veins; green and red. Some repair work carried out at an unknown time due to 42 wear in the original band decoration around two rectangular diachora is shown by the insertion oflarger pieces of white, red and green marble, but it does not detract from the harmony of the composition. Besides, more repairs can be seen in other parts ofthe floor and are perfectly justified given the normal wear caused by daily use over the long history of the church.
This rigorously structured composition at the centre of the floor in the main church is surrounded by simpler and looser layouts in both the same space and the other parts ofthe katholikon; they consist mainly of rectangular sections of white or red marble surrounded by bands with opus sectile ornamentation which repeats forms and patterns similar to those in the central part of the floor. For instance, around a rectangular diachoron with slabs ofred marble we find rows of diamond-shaped pieces of red, yellow ochre, green and black marble, the gaps ofwhich are filled by small triangular pieces of marble -mainly white, but also black or red. In another floor section, the inlaid band is decorated by two rows of diagonally arranged square pieces of black marble. The gaps in between are filled with square or triangular pieces of mainly black marble surrounded by triangular pieces of white marble.
The floor of the katholikon of Iveron monastery was constructed around the mid-eleventh century.s-as part ofthe "renovations" commissioned by George the Athonite during his highly creative office as abbot of the monastery (1045--1056). 65 The fact that the floor rises to cover a large part of the pillars' tiles leads to the conclusion that it was laid on top of an earlier floor. The founder George cited in the inscription on the copper ring around the central omphalione« is most probably George I, who carried out renovations to the katholikon as its abbot between 1019-1029. Indeed, it has been claimed that the inscription which commemorates the repair works under George I is more recent than the floor and may date from the second half ofthe eleventh century, a time when his memory was strongly revered in the monastery. However, it remains unclear whether this is the original inscription or a later copy.s?
As regards the decorative composition of the central part of the floor, we can recognise a reworked version of the theme of"five loaves" (Fig. 12) or the pentaomphalon ofByzantine texts, which was usual in floors from that era. 68 The theme is associated with the miracle of the multiplied loaves of bread on the Sea of Tiberias;69 another view is that it represents the plan of an inscribed cross-in-square five-domed church whose mesomphalon lies directly under the central dome with the image of Pantocrator so as to emphasise the correspondence between earthly and celestial world.P In the Iveron floor the variation -or, better, the evolution -ofthe five-loaf theme into a more complex form attests to the artistic liberty ofthe craftsmen and helps to shed all symbolism and acquire a purely decorative function. Moreover, the resultant dynamic and impressive composition corroborates the written sources which liken the floors of this kind with fields in bloom." A central omphalion framed by three-part bands that intertwine and enclose circular diachora is a pattern that appears on various other floors on Mt Athos, as in the katholikon ofChilandar,72 combined with other themes such as the heart-shaped sections in the main church of the Vatopedian Skete of St. Demetrios.P It also has many parallels in contemporary sculpture.?" The broad zone of alternating, intertwined circular, rectangular and square diachora can be seen also on the katholikon floors of'Chilandart! and Vatopedi.?s while the varied ornaments of the opus sectile bands around the central omphalion and the other geometrical diachora can be found, identical or in variations, on Athonian floors such as that of the katholikon of Vatopedi. 77 The central omphalion of red marble is what attracts the viewer's gaze, being larger and triply delineated by the copper ring with the inscription, the zone of white marble and the opus sectile band. All this points to its significance as the centre of the church -what the texts call mesonaont» -and recalls the Omphalos of the Earth in Delphi or Jerusalem.t? The use of red marble points to the purple omphalion in the accounts of Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, on which stood the emperor in certain official ceremonies (Epiphany, Pentecost etc).80Thus highlights its specialliturgical and ritualistic function as attested to by the Russian pilgrim and later Archbishop of Novgorod Antony's description (ca. 1200) of St. Sophia in Constantinople: "in St. Sophia, to the right of the altar, there is some red marble on which a throne is placed. It is on that throne that the emperor is crowned. And that part is surrounded by copper so that no one can step on it". 81 It has been claimed that this special use of the omphalion at the centre of the church alluded to the idea of an imaginary axis that goes through that point to join the sky (dome) with the earth (floor), recalling the familiar symbol ofthe archetypal image ofAxis Mundi. 82 This serves to make clear the correspondence between the worlds of the sky and the earth; in daily religious practice, the same meaning is conveyed by the fact that this is the point where the Sacraments are held (Baptism, Matrimony) that are associated with the descent of Divine Grace, i.e. with the communion between celestial and earthly world. 83
In post-Byzantine period I believe that the symbolism of the omphalion in Byzantine churches focuses on the two-headed eagle, a frequently represented theme on church floors albeit with a different content, as a national and religious symbol associated with the hope for the liberation ofthe Greek Nation and the resurrection ofthe lost empire.s-
The composition of the floor of Iveron, with its dense pattern of geometrical themes, the variety of motifs in the opus sectile bands and its variety ofcolours, probably makes it the most impressive Athonite floor, of an exquisite 71 Kambouri, Nia enolxda, 141. 72 Mylonas, IIap(Z'r111J71(rel~ato /Ca90AI/Co XeAav&xp{Otl, 70, ill. aesthetic and quality which cannot be compared to any other. The sophisticated composition in comparison with other Athonite floors, where the treatment ofornamental themes is simpler, comes to reinforce Prof. Mylonas's dating of the floor around the mid-eleventh century.s' Moreover, given the connections of George the Athonite with Constantinople and the imperial court,86 it seems highly probable that the floor was constructed by craftsmen from the Byzantine capital who were experienced in projects of that scale. This hypothesis is supported by the meticulous, high-quality work which points to an imperial workshop.87
The aesthetic outcome of the ornamental composition ofthe floor ofIveron monastery, unique and ofincomparable artistic merit, is summarised in two main principles: harmony and inner motion. The latter is achieved through the dense and varied range of themes, the carefully studied combinations of motifs and the alternating colours. In this way, and within the atmosphere of mystagogy, the floor is in total harmony with the spiritual alertness of monks and worshippers during the administration of the Sacraments, which is meant as a spiritual ascent towards God, i.e. as the incessant course which culminates in the Last Judgment and condenses the entire essence of Orthodox Christian thought.
